TOM JONES—ENTIRE TOUR ITINERARY
THE complete itinerary for Tom Jones' autumn concert tour of Britain was exclusively revealed to the NME this week by promoters Colin Barron and Gordon Noble. The tour, which will start on August 31, includes two-day appearances in Glasgow, Liverpool, Newcastle, Cardiff, Manchester and Birmingham. A high-light of the schedule is a concert at the London Palladium.

Casuals, Who, Arthur Brown, Herd sought for Amen Corner package
FAMILY STONE BALLROOM TOUR NOW SET
THE Casuals, the Who and Slim Shadow are being sought by promoter Don Blank to constitute the leading acts of the Amen-Amen Corner package tour, Action is also being made about the availability of the Amen-Amen Corner package tour, which will open on August 31 and close on September 24. Three shows per night are being planned for this tour, the last night of which will be at the Family Stone Ballroom tour now set.

CHANNEL FOR BEACH BOYS BRITISH TOUR?
THE NHM understands that there is a strong possibility of Bruce Channel having the Beach Boys' concert tour, which has already been approved at the London Palladium on December 1. Bruce returns to Britain on September 14 for a two-week concert tour which will be confined to London, Manchester and Birmingham. The concert will be held at the Family Stone Ballroom tour now set.

MORE STARS ON RADIO 1

JAZZ EXPO STARS
 STATUS QUO ROUND-WORLD TRIP SET: HOLLYWOOD FILM
 POPLINERS

CANNED HEAT DATES
A 31-horse tour of Britain was announced by the Canned Heat, which will start on September 3 and end on September 24. The tour will be confined to London, Manchester, Birmingham, Liverpool, Newcastle and Cardiff.

NEW MUSICAL EXPRESS

BEE GEES IN XMAS TV SPECIAL AND ALBERT HALL CONCERT
THE Bee Gees are to star in another TV special, as a follow-up to the recent special in which they appeared with Frankie Howerd. With their new LP "Peace" due next week, yet another album is already being prepared. At the same time, the Bee Gees are recording in America.

RAY CHARLES TWO BBC-2 SHOWS; BRITISH DEBUT FOR TINY TIM
RAY CHARLES — who returns to the NHM Chart with his version of the "Lamentations Song" — will open the BBC-2's "House of the Week" during the autumn. Supported by the Beatles and his own orchestra, Ray will introduce both shows on September 28. Transmission dates are as yet set, but the first Sunday programme will be seen on a Sunday in October.

Ray, Jones, Traffic, Clark for ITV

Cliff Gossip Dates Again

HONEYBUS GETS OFF AMEN TO AMERICA

THREE LEAD GUITARS FOR FLEETWOOD "T."

STOP PRESS

COVENTRY THEATRE (7L 25141)
NEW MEDICAL EXPRESS

On sale Friday, week ending August 21, 1969

STEVIE WONDER, FLEETWOOD MAC

LPs reviewed by ALLEN EVANS

MORE SINGLE REVIEWS

Dave Davies single at last!

Stevie Wonder: Stevie Wonder

Movers!!

we can help you

The Alan Bown!

IN THE CHARTS

CHRIS RAYBURN

"ONE WAY TICKET"

Kris Ibe

Give And Take

Bill Semerick

Love's Black & White

The new book by

PAUL OLIVER

SCREENING THE BLUES

ASPECTS OF THE BLUES TRADITION

A Selection of fine edition party items including a variety of Blues souvenirs, instruments, records, etc.

TICKETS OBTAINABLE FROM THE CHATEAU OR LEWIS'S, BIRMINGHAM

Bank Holiday Bluesology Festival

Sunday 1st and Monday 2nd September '69

held in the grounds of the

CHATEAU IMPNEY

DROITWICH, WORCS.

Tel: 0865 1133

All orders sent.

Among Artists appearing:

THE MOVE • FLEETWOOD MAC • DUSTIN BENNETT

THE FREDDIE MAC SHOW • CINDY CAROLYNE • WYNDYER'S & FRIENDS • GOOD WASHINGTON & THE KANKAN PANS • CLIFF BUNYEIT

THE FAMILY • CLIFF BUNYEIT • KAY MATTIS BLUES STATESMAN • CLIFF BUNYEIT & THE PASSION FOREST • THE BREAKTHROUGH

SHOP DISTRICT

RESIDENT D.J. JOHN FIEL

All orders sent.

Price £1, per day or 25c, per two days

or 10c, per entry, per show, per day.

TICKETS OBTAINABLE FROM THE CHATEAU OR LEWIS'S, BIRMINGHAM
TOP SINGLES REVIEWED BY DEREK JOHNSON

BEATLES STILL STREETS AHEAD

"Hey Jude/Revolution (Apple)."

The intriguing features of "Hey Jude" are its extreme length and the 40-piece orchestral accompaniment — and personally I would have preferred it without either! Make no mistake, this is a beautiful, compelling song — one of the most hauntingly poignant ever from the Lennon-McCartney team ever written. The first three minutes are absolutely sensational, with Paul surpassing himself in his writing and vocal talent. The last half of the song reveals to whom the orchestra comes in. It's an effort to somehow take on the majesty of the song and deliver it to a wider audience. The result is a majestic work of art, a true masterpiece. The song is a testament to the power of music and its ability to touch the hearts and souls of people around the world.

LOVE AFFAIR KEEP UP HIGH STANDARD

A Day Without Love, CBS. Yes, I think the Love Affair has done it again! Certainly, the group has enjoyed the biggest hit of their career in this commercial cut-out past, and this disc maintains the standard.

JIM WEBB

by Jim Webb

Richard Harris

A TEMPTATION (13) reviewed in Sunday paper. A Temptation is perhaps the most beautiful and moving of the many Webb compositions recorded by Richard Harris. The song's melody is haunting, the lyrics are poignant, and the overall effect is completely mesmerizing.

MOODY BLUES FULL OF SURPRISES

"Cabaret" is the surprise of the follow-up group and an obvious choice for the follow-up hit. The group's new album, "Overture," has received a lot of attention and praise for its clever arrangements and unique sound.

THE LOVE AFFAIR

A HAT TRICK THREE HITS IN A ROW.

A DAY WITHOUT LOVE 3674

Columbia DB8467

EMI

"IF YOU FEEL LIKE CHINA BREAKING"

cw Triad RCA 1736

First appearances in this country AUG 31st Isle of Wight Pop Festival SEPT 6-7 Middle Earth at the Roundhouse

MORE SINGLES ON PAGE 10

"Cabaret was killing us"
NEW to the charts

‘Exiled’ group lands a hit at home

Every day, I say the same thing, ‘I never want to hear this again’ about this song. It’s just a thing. The response has been amazing. I’ve had so many people ask me about it. That’s something new for me.”

by RICHARD GREEN

DUSTY DOES THE TWEETIE-PIE BIT

COUPLE of weeks ago I unexpectedly mentioned how a call from Dusty had come through to me and I got a nice call from Dusty. She and I were discussing the effort that wasn’t being paid. It was a bit of a shock to me to realize how long she’s been in the business and wait any longer.

I’m not racing Mama says ANITA

ANITA HARRIS talking about the release of her solo album, Dusty. A Little Room To Myself. What happened was we were looking around for a new style — something that was different than the soul sound. We found ourselves writing songs and then we came up with a Mama LP. And in the end, it was Dusty who came up with the idea of making a solo album.

CASS SWINGS

No regrets

MECCA DANCE HALL

Tuesday 3rd September

BEN E. KING

HATCHETS PLAYGROUND

LOOKS SPECIAL HOLIDAY ATTRACTIONS

MUD

JASPER STURBS GLORYLAND BAND

CHERRY SMASH

DOLLS — BIANCA REAVES

CHERRY SMASH

SOUl COMMITTEE

ORANGE SEAWeed

STRAWBERRY JAM

JOHNNY NASH, No. 1 in charts

ROYAL TOTTENHAM HAM

BECK E. KING

NEW FROM MITCH RYDER & THE DETROIT BOMBERS

RCA U.S. CHART-TOPPERS FOR L.P. RELEASE HERE

Out this month—album releases from two of the singles successes of the year.

RICHARD HARRIS

‘Light My Fire’ (RCA 1717) started life as a hit for the Byrds in Britain. After leaving RCA, it was cut as a solo record by Richard Harris. The song was recorded in 1970 and was a hit in the U.S. (Renewed). The new album ‘Richard Harris’ (MCA 4709) will give fans the perfect collection in hardback.

JOSÉ FELICIANO

The hit single ‘Light My Fire’ will be included on his new album ‘Spanish Pop’ (MCA 4709). This album was recorded by José Feliciano in 1970 and was a hit in the U.S. and in Europe.

BRUCE CHANNEL DIDN’T WANT TO GO HOME

CONTRASTS: Fleetwood Mac’s “Shake You Moneymaker”. Big Ben chiming the hour and the scream of large silver birds, dispersed in Transatlantic jets. All this in a couple of hours to say “Hello” goodbye to Bruce Channel.

Chaos reigned supreme

A word of advice to those who are left behind in London on Sunday night, for you have no idea what you’re missing. Bruce Channel had the audience on its feet for two hours, and the pace was relentless from the start. There was no let-up, and the pace was relentless from the start. There was no let-up, and the pace was relentless from the start.

by RICHARD GREEN

RCA
KEITH ALTHAM INTRODUCES...

The One-up Kink
Raymond Douglas

RAYMOND DOUGLAS DAVIES, so he's now known, was the new lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies, who is no longer the lead singer, has become Ray Davies, who is now the lead singer. This means that Ray Davies, who was the lead singer in the Kinks, is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead singer in the Kinks. Therefore, Ray Davies is no longer the lead singer in the Kinks. This means that Ray Davies is now Ray Davies, who is not the lead s
HAIR IS COMING!
WATCH FOR:
VINCE EDWARD singing AQUARIUS UP10238
JEAN LIVINGSTONE singing FRANK MILLS UP10240

CANNED HEAT PHONES FROM LOS ANGELES
CANNED HEAT'S Mr. Bauman, the pleasant and forthcoming Larry Taylor, came on the phone from L.A. and said did I think I could speak up a little; he couldn't hear me. I said the reason for this was I hadn't said anything yet.

Watch it, girls — Union Gap may be after you!

RELEASED AUGUST 3RD... "WILD TIGER WOMAN"

TWO GREAT SONGS!!
MAIN STREET MISSION
ONLY A FOOL
Recorded by O. C. SMITH on CBS 36664
PALACE MUSIC CO. LTD., 9 Albert Embankment, London S.E.1. Reference 3662 & MAIDEN 7537 Sale Selling Agents: Southern Music, 8 Denmark St., London, W.C.1

This Sunday 1st September
"ALL NIGHTER"
MOJO FESTIVAL No. 2
QUEENS HALL, LONDON

BEN E. KING
THE RHYTHM BARON
TIM ROSE
PLUS THE TIME BOX - WORLD OF OZ
AND THE ROLLING STONES
PETE STRINGFELLOW
APPEARS ON "THE LOG" NETWORK

ONLY 5s DOWN FOR 3 LPS

The Fifth Estate
JIMMY HANNAH
THE WEEDWOODS
RONNIE PROCTOR
THE SEVENTH CHILDREN

EMI
Our First Four:

Jackie Lomax
Jackie is 24 and comes from Wallasey which lies on the river Mersey. He worked as a lorry driver and a wages clerk among other things. In 1962 he formed a group called the Undertakers. In 1965, Jackie went with them to America. Now he's with Apple and has made his first single with us. It’s called Sour Milk Sea. Written and produced by George Harrison.

Mary Hopkin
Mary is 18 and comes from Wales. Painted her in fact. She's been singing since she was four.

The Black Dyke Mills Brass Band
When Paul McCartney wrote “Thimbymucho” for a television series of the same name, he said he wanted to get a true brass band sound. So what did he do? He used the best band in the land - The Black Dyke Mills Brass Band. They won the title in October last year. Conducted by Geoffrey Brand they’ve held this title 7 times since 1945. Back to “Thimbymucho”. On the “B” side there’s “Yellow Submarine” like you’ve never heard it played before. The sound is beautiful and breezy. Just what Paul wanted. You’ll want it too, once you’ve heard it. The Black Dyke Mills Brass Band: Thimbymucho. An Apple single. Number 4.

John, Paul, George and Ringo
Their latest... A seven minute long single called “Hey Jude”. On the flip side “Revolution”. Enough said.


Apple Records.